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Abstract 

 
Smart meters are central for renewable electricity generation and distributed integration. 

Smart metering concerns some intelligent metering devices use at the location of customer as 

well as processing, reading giving the information regular process on consumption to 

customer. Smart meters are Advanced Metering Infrastructure crucial element that they 

suggest two-way communication among the utilities of provider and consumers. Meter data 

modification could result in financial loss while physical damage to equipment, billing, 

required energy false prediction and so on. Data disclosing aids for monitoring activities of 

customer which cause attacks indirectly such as theft and so on. The proposed method is 

utilizing the new hybrid algorithm ACO-ABC Hybrid based on Swarm that integrates Ant 

Colony and Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) algorithms features for optimizing hyper-parameters 

and selection of feature. Algorithm of ACO-ABC is employed for implementing selection of 

feature and optimization of parameter before Intrusion Detection System based on 

Hierarchical Deep Learning (HDL). The results which are achieved from system of simulation 

proves that the proposed IDS based on DL detects attacks accurately. The comparison of 

proposed system with methods given in base paper and other papers using CICIDS2017 

dataset ensures the efficiency of proposed system. 
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Introduction  

 

Technologies of Smart grid have been employed for enabling novel services and 

functions, developing power system efficiency, security and reliability (Sun et al. 2020). 

 

Smart grid architecture is grouped in different fields such as distribution, transmission, 

generation and so on. Infrastructure of distribution side is called as Advanced Metering 

Infrastructure (AMI). This contains communication networks, smart meter as well as 

household devices control equipment. Communication network usage exposes grid to the 

cyber threats which might threaten crucial aspects of security such as confidentiality, 

integrity and availability (Radhakrishnan Vijayanand, Devaraj, and Kannapiran 2019). 

Internet is experiencing a lot of different types’ attacks which put the information of it 

under risk. Thus, currently security of information is under the real threat as network 

attacks result. So, for overcoming attacks of network, intrusion detection systems (IDS) 

have been improved for detecting attacks also notifying administrator of network. Now, 

IDSs are being widely studied for presenting defense-in-depth to framework of network 

security (Al-Yaseen 2019). IDS are the essential mechanism of security which aids for 

detecting attacks by analyzing network traffic data of AMI. In the last few years, IDS 

based on machine learning has better performance in comparison to the other IDS. 

 

In (Al-Yaseen 2019) provided novel IDS with using multi-layer deep algorithm in smart 

meter network traffic in order to detect intrusions. In this article, proposed IDS are 

algorithm that is multi-layer deep and its performance is analyzed. The proposed IDS 

have several deep learning algorithms that are organized in hierarchical order (DLH) 

which has well detection ratio of attack for each attacks set. Gradient Stochastic descend 

with using back propagation algorithm with α rate of stable learning is utilized in order to 

optimizing results. In Multi-Layer algorithm of DL, layers amount develops will increase 

results of optimization. Basically, weight (Wij) and bias (bij) value are initiated randomly. 

 

Hyper-parameters optimal selection is one of the main challenges while employing 

methods based on DL. There are not any reliable approaches for identifying special 

structures of network which might lead in important improvements of performance. 

Practically, it means that structures of network are often selected by”educated guess” 

rather than the reasoned decision. As the deep learning network structures wide range 

yield good results, this remains unclear if the recent solution achieves the near optimal/ 

optimal configurations or if various structures are able to develop last results (Bochinski, 

Senst, and Sikora 2017). 
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The proposed method is utilizing the new hybrid algorithm ACO-ABC Hybrid based on 

Swarm that integrates Ant Colony and Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) algorithms features 

for optimizing hyper-parameters and selection of feature. Algorithm of ACO-ABC is 

employed for implementing optimization of parameter and selection of feature before the 

IDS based on Hierarchical Deep Learning (HDL). 

 

In the following of this paper in section 2, previous works will be reviewed. In section 3, 

the proposed method is provided. In section 4, experiments’ results are discussed and in 

the last section, the conclusion of paper is provided. 

 

Related Work 

 

In (R Vijayanand, Devaraj, and Kannapiran 2018), each attacks category local informative 

features are chosen by utilizing classifiers of SVM and GA to develop the IDS for WMN. 

Each attacks category informative features use yields the higher detection accuracy than 

common informative features use, for the specific attacks.  

 

The Proposed algorithm performance of feature selection is analyzed compared to the MI-

based techniques of feature selection by utilizing the produced datasets of intrusion and 

standard named as and CICIDS2017ADFA-LD. Results comparison shows that proposed 

system which is utilizing feature selection based on GA shows the less computational 

complexity, less communication overhead, higher accuracy and so on and it is appropriate 

to provide the security to WMNs. 

 

In (Duan, Han, and Tian 2019), current work suggested the model of wrapper feature 

selection which integrates Firefly Algorithm (FA) with technique of support vector 

machine (SVM). Proposed model is the new method of feature selection (FA-SVM) 

which can efficiently decrease features number also develop accuracy of detection and 

SVM classifier false alarm rate. For assessing the proposed model efficiency, benchmark 

of NSL-KDD was applied and compared to SVM. Analysis showed that FASVM is able 

to determine the best dataset features like that developing SVM classification as the 

classifier for IDS. 

 

In (Raman et al. 2017), presents the model of BP neural network which is optimized by 

the improved algorithm of ABC elite. Algorithm of IABC elite according to depth first 

searches the framework which better balances exploration ability and artificial bee colony 

algorithm exploitation. This describes elite solutions concept, utilizes two new equations 

of elite -guided search also maintain the highest solutions of fitness. The highest solutions 

of fitness accelerate process of search for the optimal solutions. In other words, IABC 
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elite develops BP neural network training convergence speed; in other words, this 

decreases limitations to initial values of weight as well as the values of threshold on 

training of BP neural network, develops algorithm robustness. Method of intrusion 

detection IABC elite as well as neural networks of BP has the high rate of detection and 

low rate of false positive. 

 

In (Gharaee and Hosseinvand 2016), provides the effective framework of intrusion 

detection by utilizing technique of Genetic Algorithm based on Hypergraph (HG – GA) 

for setting of parameter as well as the selection of feature in machine of support vector. 

Function of objective that is weighted was defined in order to effective IDS design by low 

false positive rate as well as high detection rate. Property of Hypergraph Hyper – clique 

was exploited in order to bring the genetic algorithm complexity down when search of it 

for optimal solution. NSL-KDD, dataset of benchmark intrusion was utilized towards the 

validation as well as experimentation aims. Experimentations were done under two 

scenarios (i) the Classifiers which are trained by all attributes (ii) Classifiers trained by 

subset of feature that is derived from technique of selection of feature. The Empirical 

results which are derived from experiments demonstrate that HG – GA SVM outperforms 

rather than present techniques based on different metrics of performance. HG – GA was 

realized for being robust, scalable, applicable and adaptive over data analytic problems 

broad range in processing of image, metadata quality analysis, trust management, analysis 

of stock market etc. 

 

In (Senthilnayaki, Venkatalakshmi, and Kannan 2015), the novel IDS is implemented and 

presented with integrating the Feature Selection algorithm based on Optimal Genetic 

algorithm as well as classification techniques based on SVM to secure system. Time of 

computation which is taken to detect and classify records by utilizing the whole forty-one 

dataset features. From experiments this is illustrated that. Proposed novel algorithm of 

IDS chooses just major features which decrease time which is taken to detect and classify 

records. Then, classifiers based on SVM obtain the greater accuracy. Therefore, proposed 

results of IDS in each effective model of detection develop security. 

 

In (Desale and Ade 2015), innovative approach based on the mathematical intersection 

principle utilizing genetic algorithm (GA) for selection of feature is presented. Selection 

of feature is performed by utilizing various techniques of feature selection (FS) such as 

CAE, IG, CFS as well as the effect on their two commonly used classifiers performance, 

J48 and Naive Bayes, is tested. From experimental results this is able to be concluded that 

proposed method aids to select features minimum number from dataset of NSL KDD that 

develops classifier accuracy of Naïve Bayes with decreased complexity of time. 
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In (Gharaee and Hosseinvand 2016), has presented the IDS based on anomaly by utilizing 

GA and SVM with the novel selection method of feature. Novel model has utilized the 

selection method of feature according to Genetic with the innovation in function of fitness 

decrease data dimension, develop true positive detection also reduce false positive 

detection at the same time. Additional, time of computation to train will have the 

significant reduction. Results illustrate that proposed method is able to obtain high 

accuracy as well as low false positive rate (FPR) at the same time, however this had been 

separately obtained earlier in previous papers. This paper proposes a method that is able 

in order to obtain much more constant attributed compared to the other techniques. 

Proposed model experiments as well as tests on datasets of KDD CUP 99 and                

UNSW-NB15. Various comparison and Results to the other models have been provided. 

 

In (Hajisalem and Babaie 2018), the new hybrid method based on ABC-AFS for detection 

of intrusion has been provided for distinguishing anomaly and normal behaviors of 

network. At first, dataset of KDDTrain has shared in some subsets by utilizing the 

techniques of FCM. For eliminating irrelevant features, feature selection method of CFS 

has utilized by Weka data mining tool help. Additionally, technique of CART has 

employed for generating reliable and simple principles so that twelve rules based on                 

If-Then could separate the usual behaviors from anomalies. Additionally, proposed hybrid 

method of classification could recognize attacks type in two employed datasets.                  

NSL-KDD and UNSW-NB15 as 2 well-known datasets have employed for validating 

proposed method false positive rates and detection rate in terms. In addition, proposed 

method performance and the ability of it in dealing with attacks type detection has 

conducted in various values of K. After that, the comparative work has done to compare 

proposed method with the other modern techniques. At last, proposed method time cost 

and computational complexity have discussed in section of assessment. 

 

In (Alzubi et al. 2020), found related features in creating the computationally effective 

and efficient system of intrusion. According to this, FS modified algorithm called 

modified binary grey wolf optimization (MBGWO) is provided in work. Proposed 

algorithm is regarding MBGWO for boosting IDS performance. New algorithm of FS 

chosen optimal attributes number. For evaluating proposed algorithm, network intrusion 

NSL-KDD benchmark that was modified from 99-data set KDD cup for assessing the 

problems joined to IDS, had been employed in work. Besides, SVM was used to group 

dataset accurately. Simulation Outcomes portrayed that proposed algorithm raised 

intrusion detection accuracy up to 99.22% and reduction in attributes number from 41-14. 
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In (Khan, Karim, and Kim 2019), presents the novel approach for detection of intrusion 

which is performed by utilizing the enhanced Bat algorithm (EBat) to train the artificial 

neural network. Current study goal is increasing classification accuracy for un-malicious 

and malicious traffic of network. Proposed paper herein contains the comparison to 9 

metaheuristic algorithms (novel and conventional algorithms) which are utilized for 

assessing novel approach along with related works. 

 

At first, algorithm of EBat was improved and utilized for selecting the appropriate biases 

and weights. Then, neural network was applied by utilizing the found optimal biases and 

weights for realizing approach of intrusion detection. Four intrusion detection evaluation 

datasets kinds were utilized for comparing proposed approach against other algorithms. 

Findings showed proposed method outperformed 9 algorithms of classification also this is 

unparalleled for intrusion detection of network. 

 

In (Gu et al. 2019), presented the effective framework of intrusion detection according to 

SVM with TABC for the selection of feature and optimization of parameter at the same 

time. At first, writers reconstruct ABC neighborhood search utilizing algorithm of TABC, 

then employ 2 probability functions of selection for keeping tradeoffs among solutions 

diversity and optimal features number. After that, method of TABC-SVM is utilized for 

decreasing dimensions of feature from 41-20 so as seizing main network connection 

records features also SVM parameters are achieved at the same time. At last, classifier 

model of SVM which is trained by optimal subset of feature and parameters is utilized to 

undertake the thorough prediction to whole corrected dataset of KDDCup99. Empirical 

results of experiment illustrate that our proposed method is able to obtain the high 

accuracy of 94.5342 percent and the low FN rate of 5.087 percent. Results illustrate that 

our proposed model of intrusion detection is effective and reliable. 

 

Proposed Method 

 

Artificial Bee Colony Optimization (ABC) as well as Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) 

are the well-known algorithms of meta-heuristic search used in solving various several 

combinatorial optimization issues.. Our target is to improve article (Radhakrishnan 

Vijayanand, Devaraj, and Kannapiran 2019), so the proposed method is using novel 

hybrid algorithm ACO-ABC Hybrid according to Swarm (Shunmugapriya and Kanmani 

2017) which combines features of Ant Colony and Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) 

algorithms for optimizing selection of attribute. We attempt in order to remove ants and 

behavior of time consuming global search stagnation in order to initiate solutions with the 

employed bees by hybridizing. In algorithm of ACO-ABC, Ants utilize exploitation by 
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Bees for determining the best feature subset and Ant; Bees adopt subsets of feature 

produced by Ants as the sources of food. Proposed algorithm ACO-ABC–HDL is 

employed for detecting intrusions in network traffic of smart meter. Algorithm of ACO-

ABC is employed for implementing the selection of feature and optimization of parameter 

before HDL. Due to that weights (Wij) and bias (bij) value parameters are randomly 

initiated in the basic article. 

 

The thesis provides the algorithm of AC-ABC–HDL for detecting intrusions in smart 

traffic of meter network with the optimal subset of feature and parameters of model. 

Figures 1 respectively present the proposed method detailed procedures and illustration. 

 

 
Figure 1 Steps of the proposed algorithm 

 

At first, data of input are preprocessed by scaling. Scaling is able to avoid the features 

with greater numeric ranges which are dominating the other features with smaller numeric 

ranges. Also this aids for simplifying complexity of calculation. In the method, each value 

of feature is linearly scaled to range [0, 1] by utilizing Equation (1), that vs is scaled value 

of feature, v is basic value of feature, minf is lower feature values bound, maxf is upper 

feature values bound. 

 

𝑣𝑠 =
𝑣 − 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑓

max 𝑓 − min 𝑓
… … (1) 

 

After scaling, algorithm of ACO-ABC is employed for selecting the best subset of feature 

and best parameters for value of bias (bij) and weights (Wij). 

 

1. ACO-ABC Algorithm 

 

ACO-ABC Algorithm (Shunmugapriya and Kanmani 2017) is used like this, 

intensification by onlookers is distributed among two EBees and OBees; ACO acts no 

stagnation and just diversification. New algorithm synthesizes and synergizes two benefits 

of ABC and ACO. ACO explores feasible solutions accessible in space of search also 

creates solutions initial set. It is submitted to EBees for performing the exploitation. 

Therefore, in proposed ACO-ABC Hybrid, there is not any basic solution searching by 

EBees; they apply first level exploitation. Regarding information of EBees, OBees apply 
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the exploitation at second level in order to have better optimization. Bad solutions are 

filtered out so just best solutions are passed on to ACO generation. Here, ACO takes only 

the best solutions and applies global search to miss solutions. Two algorithms try for 

complement each other; bettered intensification for ACO and delayed convergence 

avoidance for ABC, by hybridizing. 

 

Feature selection steps by algorithms of ACO and ABC are illustrated: 

 

• ACO for Hyper-parameters and Feature Selection  

 

1. Initialize parameters of ACO 

2. Generate the binary bit stings set (length equal to feature set size as well as 2 

parameters: value of bias (bij) and weights (Wij)) and determine to ants. 

3. Every ant chose the parameters and feature according to vale of pheromone and 

heuristic information and create the subsets of feature. 

4. Every ant updates features and hyper-parameters pheromone values according to 

selection. 

5. Every ant passes subsets of feature and the hyper-parameters to classifier for 

assessment.  

6. Update values of pheromone by utilizing the best ant and the best subset of feature 

as well as the hyper-parameters. 

7. Memorize the best subset of feature and the hyper-parameters created. 

8. Repeat stages 3-5 for the iterations predetermined number. 

 

• ABC for Feature Selection and Parameters 

 

1. Initialize parameters of Bee Colony.  

2. Every employed bee creates the subset of feature and hyper-parameters (binary bit 

string) and exploits this. 

3. Every Onlooker bee chooses subsets of feature and hyper-parameters, assesses the 

fitness by passing them to classifier, creates novel subsets of feature and exploit 

them.  

4. Assign parameters and subset of features for being neglected and determine the 

employed bee of it as the scout to generate novel hyper-parameters and subset of 

features. 

5. Memorize the best hyper-parameters and subset of feature created.  

6. Repeat stages 2-5 for the iterations pre - determined number.  
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After achieving the best hyper-parameters and subset of feature, algorithm of HDL is 

employed for detecting intrusions in smart traffic of meter network. 

 

2. Hierarchical Deep Learning based IDS 

 

In this paper, hybrid multi-layer deep algorithms are utilized as the classifiers in order to 

group smart meter traffic of network. Algorithms are organized in hierarchical order 

regarding attacks’ priority. Proposed IDS architecture is illustrated in Figure 2. 

 

 
Figure 2 IDS with multi-layer Deep algorithm based classifier 

 

Every single classifier in nature is binary which is designed for detecting specific data of 

attack appeared in traffic of network. Classifiers Arrangement in IDS is according to 

attack group importance. If classifier found attack, information is send to consumer also 

data is allowed for the further processing. But if classifier cannot find any attack, data is 

forwarded to next classifier for detecting group of attack. The process is repeated up to 

last algorithm of DL. If whole classifiers fail in detecting data type, this is reported to the 

user as the novel attack. 
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Simulation Environment 

 

The part discusses proposed algorithm assessment by utilizing the experiments of 

computation. Experiments are done by utilizing several datasets of benchmark. For 

assessing performance, proposed -AC-ABC- HDL is compared with algorithm of base 

paper ABC-SVM-HDL. Proposed algorithm is performed in environment of Matlab 

2018b. In the part, first we state datasets utilized in experiments and settings of parameter 

as well as the criteria of assessment. After that, experimental results are provided. 

 

1. Datasets 

 

Experiments have been done over 6 real-word datasets in which first 5 datasets have been 

brought from repository of UCI machine learning, sixth taste is related to detection of 

intrusion that is dataset of CICIDS-2017 (Sharafaldin, Lashkari, and Ghorbani 2018). In 

other words, dataset of CICIDS-2017 includes 8 various files containing Cybersecurity 

Canadian Institute attacks traffic data and five-day normal. Table (1) illustrates this 

dataset details. 

 

Table 1 CICIDS-2017 Dataset Details 

Name of files 
Day of 

activity 
Attacks found 

Monday-WorkingHours.pcap_ISCX.csv Monday 
Benign (Normal human 

activities) 

Tuesday-WorkingHours.pcap_ISCX.csv Tuesday SSH-Patator, Benign, FTP-Patator, 

Wednesday- 

WorkingHours.pcap_ISCX.csv 
Wednesday 

DoS Hulk, Benign DoSGoldenEye, 

DoSslowloris, DoSSlowhttptest, 

Heartbleed 

Thursday-WorkingHours-Morning- 

WebAttacks.pcap_ISCX.csv 
Thursday 

Web Attack-Brute Force, Benign, 

Web Attack- 

XSS, Web Attack-Sql Injection, 

Thursday-WorkingHours-Afternoon- 

Infilteration.pcap_ISCX.csv 
Thursday Benign Infilteration 

Friday-WordkingHours- 

Morning.pcap_ISCX.csv 
Friday Bot, Benign 

Friday-WorkingHours-Afternoon- 

PortScan.pcap_ISCX.csv 
Friday PortScan, Benign 

Friday-WorkingHours-Afternoon- 

DDos.pcap_ISCX.csv 
Friday DDoS, Benign 

 

In our experiments, we appear whole data of traffic in 5 days (as illustrated in Table 1) in 

one dataset. Table (2) depicts merged dataset details. 
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Table 2 General description of CICIDS-2017 dataset 

Attribute Description 

Total number of distinct instances 2830540 

Number of features 83 

Number of distinct classes 15 

 

2. Parameters’ Initialization 

 

For checking proposed algorithm quality, we adjust initial values for parameters of 

AC_ABC. In this way that we take 70 percent of data for education data percent and take 

30 percent for test data percent. Table 3 illustrates settings related to parameters of 

AC_ABC.  

 

Table 3 Initial values for AC_ABC parameters 

parameters values 

Number of foods 100 

limit 10 

Maximum repetition 0.10 

trainPecent 0.7 

testPecent 0.3 

numFeature 60 

 

3. Evaluation Criteria 

 

Choosing the criterion for assessing efficiency of method relies on problem which we are 

attempting to solve. Assume that there are some accessible samples of data. Data are one-

by-one given to model and the class is received for each of them as an output. The class 

predicted by model and real class of data can be shown in a table. This table is called 

confusion matrix. 

  

Table 4 Confusion matrix table 

 N P  
 𝑇𝑃

 𝑃𝑃
 accuracy FP (false positives) TP (true positives) PP (predicted positives) 

 TN (true negatives ) FN (false negatives) PN (predicted negatives) 

 𝑇𝑁

 𝑁
 feature 

 𝑇𝑃

 𝑃
 sensitivity, recall  

 

The following section provides the accurate definition of confusion matrix. We can obtain 

four simple criteria from this table: TP2 and tn3 are the numbers of positive and negative 

samples which are wrongly classified. 
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• True positive rate (TP+FN)/ TP=TPR: This is the percent of positive samples which 

are accurately categorized in positive class, also they are called as sensitivity or 

recall.  

• True negative rate (FP+TN)/ TN=TNR: This is the percent of negative samples which 

are accurately categorized in negative class, also they are called as feature.  

• False positive rate (FP+TN)/ FP=FPR: This is the percent of negative samples which 

are wrongly categorized in negative class.  

• False negative rate (TP+FN)/ FN=FNR: it is positive samples percent that are 

categorized wrongly in negative class. 

 

• Accuracy Criterion 

 

The most usual criteria for classification problems of accuracy and the reverse is amount 

of error. It is positive samples ratio that are positive indeed and illustrates learning model 

accuracy. Mathematically, the ratio is able to be presented as:  

 

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =
𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁 + 𝑇𝑁
… … … (2) 

 

• Precision  

 

This assesses “accurate performed predictions” number ratio for specific class samples to 

“all predictions” number for that specific class samples (the number contains whole 

accurate and wrong predictions set). High value for criterion accuracy illustrates data low 

number that is classified in wrongly specific class. Indeed, accurate cases number ratio 

grouped by algorithm from certain class to whole cases number which must be grouped in 

that class whether accurate/ wrong which are calculated as: 

 

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃
… … . (3) 

 

• Recall 

 

When false negative value is high, criterion of recall is the appropriate criterion. This 

states “the number of accurate classified text data” ratio in certain class to whole data 

numbers which must be grouped in the specific class. High amount to remember criterion 

illustrates data low number which are not classified wrongly in that specific class. 
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Accurate cases number ratio is grouped by an algorithm from existing cases number class 

in above mentioned class is computed as following: 

 

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
… … . (4) 

4. Evaluation of Results 

 

This section explains the simulation of proposed deep learning based IDS using the 

standard CICIDS2017 dataset. It is simulated in Matlab in a system having “i7” processor 

and “12GB” RAM. Model is the core unit of its functions and is arranged in the form of 

stacks. Each model has a same or different activation functions like relu, sigmoid, 

softmax, etc. based on the applications. In this paper, the basic sequential model is used as 

DL algorithm, in which the first three model having “tanh” function as activation 

function, fourth model having “relu” activation function and the final model is designed 

with activation function of “sigmoid” for concluding result. 

 

After designing model, this is requirement for being configured to train by utilizing 

compile function. In this function,  stochastic gradient descent is utilized as the function of 

optimizer. This utilizes rate of learning, nesterov momentum, momentum, decay as 

parameters to map data of input into output. Designed model is trained with utilizing 

function of fit which includes batch size, iterations’ number as parameters. After training 

designed model, this is able to be validated with utilizing function of evaluate. For 

evaluating designed model, 9919 records from dataset of CICIDS2017 are utilized. From 

records, k-fold method of cross validation in 0.7 – 0.3 ratio are utilized for validating 

results. The proposed method is compared with base paper (Hamed, Ernst, and Kremer 

2018), and papers (Khan, Karim, and Kim 2019),(Abdelsalam et al. 2018),(Azmoodeh, 

Dehghantanha, and Choo 2018) and the evaluation results are shown in Tables 5. This 

proves that proposed IDS outperforms rather than current IDS. 

 

Table 5 Comparison results of the proposed method and the base paper method 

 Paper [17] Paper [18] paper [19] base paper [2] Proposed method 

Accuracy 76.22 89 90.83  67.83 98.26 

Fscore 43.25 89 90.77 - 95.57 

 Recall 50 85 90.85 - 95.61 

 Precision 38.11 91 90.80 - 95.74 

 

As shown in Table 5, the results show that the accuracy of the proposed method equals to 

98.26 % (Figure 3), which is improved 30.94% in comparison with base paper method. 

The reason for this improvement can be considered using ACO-ABC is employed for 

implementing the selection of feature and optimization of parameter before HDL. This 
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algorithm is very efficient for solving continuous problems and NP-Hard. Our proposed 

approach is also better than the other papers approach in terms of precision and F1 

measurement. It seems that by choosing the right features, the useful features of the partial 

class are effective in the classification stage. 

 

 
Figure 3 Comparison of the proposed method and the base paper method 

 

We observe the changes in accuracy by adjusting the number of epochs in the 

convolutional neural network. It can be observed from Figure 4 that with increasing number of 

epochs, the accuracy is increasing and the loss is decreasing. 

 

 
Figure 4 Increasing the accuracy of test results by increasing the number of epochs 

 

 
Figure 5 Decreasing the accuracy of test results by increasing the number of epochs 
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Conclusion 

 

In the work, hybrid algorithms of deep learning according to IDS placed at concentrator 

of data for detecting hybrid attacks in smart meter network of communication is 

presented. The proposed algorithm overcomes issues happened by huge input data number 

as well as input features dimensionality. The proposed method is utilizing the new hybrid 

algorithm ACO-ABC Hybrid based on Swarm that integrates Ant Colony and Artificial 

Bee Colony (ABC) algorithms features for optimizing hyper-parameters and selection of 

feature. Algorithm of ACO-ABC is employed for implementing selection of feature and 

optimization of parameter before Intrusion Detection System based on Hierarchical Deep 

Learning (HDL). Results achieved by system of simulation prove that proposed DL 

regarding IDS detects the attacks accurately. Proposed system comparison with methods 

of feature selection provided in basic article and the other articles utilizing dataset of 

CICIDS2017 dataset ensures proposed system efficiency. 
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